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Introduction: IDI and Corruption in Korea

• To clarify the characteristics of IDC, and to reveal the 
actual mechanism of a more efficient IDC.

• IDI helps us to understand Korean context and situation 
of the development of institutions for anti-corruption.
– To be institutionalized in the process of struggle to earn the right 

to information or the right to be better informed.
– To be accelerated by the IT development in Korea.
– To have contributed to enhancing transparency over the past two 

decades.

• Institutionalization of IDI
– The Constitutional Court to define ‘the right to know’ (1989)
– Public Information Ordinance at the Chengju City Council (1991)
– Public Information Disclosure Act (1996) 3



Information Disclosure Institution (IDI)

• The Procedure of IDI
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Information Disclosure Commission (IDC)

• Composition of IDC
– Five or seven members including a chairperson.
– Outside experts and inside officials of the responsible agency.
– At least half of members to be outside experts.

• Management of IDC
– Face  to face meeting to be recommended.
– Document meeting to be allowed in an exceptional situation.
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Necessity of Research

• The main difference from the IDI of U.S. is how to 
guarantee the fairness and objectivity of the rulings.
– United States to provide the regulations to call the official to 

account for his/her own rulings by the disciplinary measures.
– Korea to have the IDC institution in order to complement the 

official's ruling

• Lack of the research on IDC
– Studies on IDC to be not founded
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Direction of Research

• The Commission of the Government
– Four types: administrative commission, advisory commission, 

deliberation commission and voting commission
– The most critical factor hindering the efficiency to be found in the 

behavior of officials, the management of the commission, the 
composition of the commission.

• Information Disclosure Institution
– Limited method: survey over the officials
– Limited object: specific agency
– Limited scope: single year (environmental factors not considered)
–

• To need the complete enumeration research with actual 
IDC ruling data
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Research Questions

• Research Question:
Are there any differences in the rulings of IDC in terms of 
its composition and management?
– with aggregated data: (A+B+C+D)
– with categorized data by the positions (A+C) | (B+D)
– with categorized data by the regimes (A+B) | (C+D)
– with categorized data A | B | C | D

• Operational definition
– Management of IDC: face-to-face / document meeting
– Composition of IDC: outside experts / inside officials 8

Data Array Roh Administration Lee Administration
Central Agencies A C

Local Governments B D



Research Methods

• Comparison of the ruling data in terms of the 
composition and management (cross tabulation)

• Requested the IDC data to 28 central agencies and 16 
local governments.
– 629 data provided by 27 central agencies except the Supreme 

Public Prosecutors Office.
– 210 data provided by 16 local governments.

• Summary of data
– Minister of Justice: 152 times (most frequently held)
– Prime Minister’s Office: 1 times (least frequently held)
– Most of agencies and governments: 7 members
– Most of chairperson appointed from inside.
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Results (aggregated data)

• Management and composition of IDC
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Results (categorized data by positions)

• Differences by positions
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Results (categorized data by positions)

• Differences by positions
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Results (categorized data by positions)

• Management of IDC by positions
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Results (categorized data by positions)

• Composition of IDC by positions
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Results (categorized data by regimes)

• Differences by regimes
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Results (categorized data by regimes)

• Differences by regimes
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Results (categorized data by regimes)

• Management of IDC by positions
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Results (categorized data by regimes)

• Composition of IDC by positions
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Results (categorized data by positions and regimes)

• Differences by positions and regimes
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Results (categorized data by positions and regimes)

• Differences by positions and regimes
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Results (categorized data by positions and regimes)

• Differences by positions and regimes
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Summary

• The lower disclosure rate in the document meeting
• Not significant difference by the composition of IDC

• More face to face meeting and higher rate of the outside 
experts found in IDC of the local governments

• Nevertheless, not distinct difference between the central 
agencies and the local governments in the rulings

• The more face to face meeting in the Roh administration
• No difference between two administrations in the 

composition of IDC
• Decreasing disclosure rate in the central agencies of the 

Lee administration
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Findings and Implications

• Findings
– Patterns of IDC in the central agencies are quite different from 

the pattern of IDC in the local governments.
– The management of IDC is more effective to the rulings of IDC 

than the composition of IDC.
– The central agency is more sensitive to the change of the regime 

than the local government is.

• Implications
– To improve the fairness and objectiveness, the face to face 

meeting is highly recommended and the institutional measures 
are needed to guarantee the better activities of the outside 
experts.

– For more rigorous studies, it is needed to consider the 
information contents and the third variables that affect the rulings.
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